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Intertiki broken for Tiki 14+ as master
Status
 Closed
Subject
Intertiki broken for Tiki 14+ as master
Version
14.x Regression
15.x Regression
Category
Regression
Release Blocker
Feature
InterTiki
Resolution status
New
Submitted by
Torsten Fabricius ☺️
Lastmod by
Torsten Fabricius ☺️
Rating
                              (0) 
Description
Hi, I am afraid, that Intertiki is not working anymore, when Tiki 14 or pre-15 trunk is acting as master.
I have two environments, where Intertiki worked previously, but not anymore.
Due to the http-password it is not possible to connect to the show instance via Intertiki. But I conﬁgured the
site as example, if you want to check it.
Now I will create a example setup on my server and add the access date here lateron.
If that my anticipation would be true, I consider this as a blocker, not only because we depend on Intertiki
on the community websites.
Torsten
Solution
Error found and reported by Torsten and Nelson, ﬁnally ﬁxed by JonnyB (thx Jonny!):
Mainly removed

include_once('XML/RPC.php');
in several ﬁles
Tikiwiki-cvs/svn SF.net SVN: tikiwiki:55368 branches/14.x
Tikiwiki-cvs/svn SF.net SVN: tikiwiki:55372 trunk
Workaround
The problem appears to be because of the line:
require_once('XML/Server.php');
This causes a fatal error when PHP cannot ﬁnd the required ﬁle in the path. What baﬄes me is that this
problem seems to exist for Torsten and me (new Tiki install) even in TIki 12. How then can tiki.org login
work?
Anyway, commenting out this line seems ﬁne to me since autoloading of classes should work right? Should
we remove this line?
Also related to this is a a new bug we discovered, ﬁling separately for that one.
Importance
9
Priority
45
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
5614
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Comments

Nelson Ko 24 Apr 15 01:01 GMT-0000
see message I wrote in the workaround ﬁeld.
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